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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the fundamental trade-offs in aggregate packet scheduling for support of guaranteed delay

service. In our study, we consider two classes of aggregate packet scheduling algorithms: the static earliest time first (SETF) and

dynamic earliest time first (DETF). Through these two classes of aggregate packet scheduling (and together with the simple FIFO

packet scheduling algorithm), we show that, with additional timestamp information encoded in the packet header for scheduling

purposes, we can significantly increase the maximum allowable network utilization level, while, at the same time, reducing the worst-

case edge-to-edge delay bound. Furthermore, we demonstrate how the number of the bits used to encode the timestamp information

affects the trade-off between the maximum allowable network utilization level and the worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound. In

addition, the more complex DETF algorithms have far superior performance than the simpler SETF algorithms. These results illustrate

the fundamental trade-offs in aggregate packet scheduling algorithms and shed light on their provisioning power in support of

guaranteed delay service.

Index Terms—Packet scheduling algorithms, aggregate packet scheduling algorithms, quality of services (QoS), performance

analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION

BECAUSE of its potential scalability in support of Internet
QoS guarantees, lately, aggregate packet scheduling has

attracted a lot of attention in the networking community.
For instance, in the DiffServ framework [2], it is proposed
that the simple FIFO packet scheduling be used to support
the EF (expedited forwarding) per-hop behavior (PHB) [8].
Namely, at each router, EF packets from all users are
queued at a single FIFO buffer and serviced in the order of
their arrival times at the queue. Clearly, use of FIFO packet
scheduling results in a very simple implementation of the
EF PHB. However, the ability to appropriately provision a
network using FIFO packet scheduling to provide guaran-
teed rate/delay service—as the EF PHB is arguably
intended to support [9]—has been questioned [1], [6].

In a recent work by Charny and Le Boudec [6], it is shown
that, in order to provideguaranteeddelay service using FIFO,
the overall network utilization level should be limited to a
small fraction of its link capacities. More specifically, in a
network of FIFO schedulers, a bound on theworst-case delay
at each router is derived only when the network utilization
level is limited to a factor smaller than 1=ðH� � 1Þ, whereH�,
referred to as thenetwork diameter, is the number of hops in the
longest path of the network. Furthermore, given the network

utilization level� < 1=ðH� � 1Þ, the derivedworst-casedelay
bound is inversely proportional to 1� �ðH� � 1Þ. Hence, as
the network utilization level � gets closer to the utilization
bound 1=ðH� � 1Þ, the worst-case delay bound rapidly
approaches infinity.

The elegant result of Charny and Le Boudec raises
several interesting and important questions regarding the
design and provisioning power of aggregate packet
scheduling. In this paper, we will take a more theoretical
perspective and attempt to address the fundamental trade-
offs in the design of aggregate packet scheduling algorithms
and their provisioning power in support of (worst-case)
guaranteed delay service. In particular, we study the
relationships between the worst-case edge-to-edge delay
(i.e., the maximum delay experienced by any packet across
a network domain), the maximum allowable network
utilization level, and the “sophistication/complexity” of
aggregate packet scheduling employed by a network. �AA la
the Internet DiffServ paradigm, we consider a framework
where user traffic is only conditioned (i.e., shaped) at the
edge of a network domain, whereas, inside the network
core, packets are scheduled based solely on certain bits
(referred to as the packet state carried in the packet header).
In other words, the aggregate packet scheduling algorithm
employed inside the network core maintains no per-flow/
user information, thus it is core-stateless.

In our framework, besides the conventional “Type of
Service (TOS)” or “Differentiated Service (DS)” bits, we
assume that additional control information may be carried
in the packet header for scheduling purpose. By encoding
certain timing information in the packet header, we design
two classes of aggregate packet scheduling algorithms: the
static earliest time first (SETF) and dynamic earliest time first
(DETF) algorithms. In the class of SETF packet scheduling
algorithms, packets are stamped with their entry time at the
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network edge and they are scheduled in the order of their
timestamps (i.e., their network entry times) inside the
network core; the class of DETF packet scheduling algo-
rithms work in a similar fashion, albeit with an important
difference—the packet timestamps are updated at certain
routers (hence, the term dynamic). In both classes, the
granularity of timing information encoded in the packet
state—as is determined by the number of bits used for
packet state encoding—is a critical factor that affects the
provisioning power of aggregate packet scheduling.

The contribution of our study is that, using these two
classes (SETF and DETF) of aggregate packet scheduling
algorithms, in addition to the simple FIFO discipline, we
explore the fundamental trade-offs in aggregate packet
scheduling:

. how, with additional control information encoded in
the packet state and with added “sophistication/
complexity” in aggregate packet scheduling, the
worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound and the max-
imum allowable network utilization bound can be
improved, and

. how these performance bounds are affected by the
number of bits available for packet state encoding.

Through analysis and numerical examples, we show that,
when packet timestamps are encoded with the finest time
granularity, i.e., carrying the precise releasing time of the
packets, both the SETF and DETF packet scheduling algo-
rithms can attain an arbitrary network utilization level (i.e., �
can be arbitrarily close to 1). In other words, the maximum
allowable network utilization bound is independent of the
network diameter H�. This is in contrast to the case of FIFO,
where the known maximum utilization level is bounded by
1=ðH� � 1Þ. Furthermore, using the more complex DETF, the
worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound is linear in H�,
whereas, using the simpler SETF, the worst-case edge-to-
edge delay bound is inversely proportional to ð1� �ÞH

�
.

When packet timestamps are encoded using coarser granu-
larity (i.e., the number of bits for packet state encoding is
limited), the network utilization level is constrained by the
time granularity. In addition, the worst-case edge-to-edge
delay bound is increased. With the same number of bits, the
more complex DETF packet scheduling algorithms have far
superior performance over the simpler SETF algorithms.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we present the basic model and assumptions for
our analysis. The two classes of aggregate packet schedul-
ing, SETF and DETF, are analyzed and the trade-offs
discussed in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. We
conclude the paper in Section 5.

2 NETWORK MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

Before we start, it is worth noting that all the major
notations used in this paper are summarized in Table 1.

Consider a single network domain, as shown in Fig. 1,
where we distinguish network edge routers from core
routers. We assume that a number of traffic classes (or
aggregates) are supported by the network domain. Con-
ceptually, we can imagine that there is a separate queue for
each traffic class at a core router. We further assume that,
for each traffic aggregate, the router provides a Guaranteed
Rate (GR) service curve (also called rate-latency service
curve) [4] to the aggregate. In particular, if a router provides
a rate-latency service curve �ðtÞ ¼ rdðt� edÞþ to a traffic
aggregate, we would say that, for the traffic aggregate, the
router is a GR node with parameters ðrd; edÞ. We refer to rd
and ed as the reserved rate and latency for the aggregate at
the router, respectively. Note that this definition of the
GR node is independent of the kind of scheduling discipline
used for scheduling packets within the traffic aggregate. We
call this scheduling discipline for packets within the
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TABLE 1
Notations Used in This Paper

Fig. 1. The network model.



aggregate packet scheduling discipline and assume that, for a
traffic aggregate, all routers employ the same aggregate
packet scheduling algorithm (e.g., FIFO) that performs
packet scheduling using only certain bits (the packet state)
carried in the packet header. No other scheduling informa-
tion is used or stored at core routers. We refer to the
aggregate scheduling mechanism employed at an outgoing
link of a router1 as a scheduler. For clarity, we may
incorporate the name of aggregate packet scheduling
discipline into the notion of the GR node. For example, if
the FIFO discipline is used for a traffic aggregate and the
aggregate receives a GR service curve with parameters
ðrd; edÞ at a router, then we would refer to this router as a
GR-FIFO node (scheduler) with parameters ðrd; edÞ (or
simply FIFO node with parameters ðrd; edÞ when there is
no confusion) for the traffic aggregate. In this paper, we
only focus on the aggregate packet scheduling discipline for
a single traffic aggregate. Without loss of generality, the
remaining discussions in the paper are all related to this
single traffic aggregate (e.g., an EF aggregate). Moreover,
we assume that all traffic of the aggregate entering the
network is shaped at the edge traffic conditioner before
releasing into the network. No traffic shaping or reshaping
is performed inside the network core.

Consider a GR scheduler S with parameters ðrS; eSÞ. We
denote the MTU (maximum transmission unit) of the link
by Lmax

S , then �S ¼ Lmax
S =rS is the transmission time of an

MTU-sized packet with the reserved rate rS . Define � ¼
maxall S0sf�Sg and e ¼ maxall S0sfeSg. We also assume that
the path of any user flow is predetermined and fixed
throughout its duration. Let H� be the maximum number of
hops in the paths that any user flow may traverse in the
network. We refer to H� as the network diameter.

Consider an arbitrary flow j (of the aggregate) traversing
the network. The traffic of the flow is shaped at the network
edge in such a manner that it conforms to a token bucket

regulated arrival curve ð�j; �jÞ [7]: Let Ajðt; tþ �Þ denote the
amount of the flow j traffic released into the networkduring a
time interval ½t; tþ � �, where t � 0, � � 0; then Ajðt; tþ �Þ
� �j þ �j� .We control the overall network utilization level by
imposing a utilization factor � on each link as follows (with
respect to the reserved rate of the aggregate): Consider an
arbitrary GR scheduler S with parameters ðrS; eSÞ. Let F
denote the set of user flows traversing S in the aggregate.
Then, the following condition holds:X

j2F
�j � �rS; ð1Þ

where 0 < � � 1. We will also refer to the utilization factor
� as the network utilization level of a network domain. In
addition to the link utilization factor �, we will also impose
an overall bound � � 0 (in units of time) on the “burstiness”
of flows traversing scheduler S:

P
j2F �j � �rS . As we will

see later, this burstiness factor � plays a less critical role in
our analysis than the network utilization level �. It is worth
noting that both the network utilization level � and the
burstiness factor � are defined with respect to the reserved

rate of an aggregate instead of link capacities.

From the above edge shaping and network utilization
constraints,we canobtain an important boundon the amount
of traffic of the aggregategoing throughagiven scheduler that
is injected at the network edge during any time interval. Consider
an arbitraryGR scheduler Swith parameters ðrS; eSÞ. For any
time interval ½�; t�, let �ASð�; tÞ denote the amount of traffic of
the aggregate injected into the network during the time
interval ½�; t� that will traverse S (at perhaps some later time).
Here, we use �A to emphasize that �ASð�; tÞ is not the traffic
traversingS during the time interval ½�; t�, but injected into the
network at the network edge during ½�; t�. Using the facts that
Ajðt; tþ �Þ � �j þ �j� for all flows,

P
j2F �j � �rS andP

j2F �j � �rS , it is easy to show that

�ASð�; tÞ � �rSðt� �Þ þ �rS: ð2Þ

We refer to this bound as the edge traffic provisioning

condition for scheduler S. As we will see later, the edge
traffic provisioning condition is critical to our analysis of
aggregate packet scheduling algorithms.

Now, consider a packet p (of any flow) that traverses a
path with hp � H� hops. For i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; hp, denote the
scheduler at the ith hop on the path of packet p as Si (see
Fig. 2). Let api and fpi represent, respectively, the time that
packet p arrives at and departs2 from scheduler Si. For ease
of exposition, throughout this paper, we assume that the
propagation delay from one scheduler to another scheduler
is zero. Hence, apiþ1 ¼ fp

i . Note that ap1 is the time packet p is
released into the network (after going through the edge
traffic conditioner). Define dpi ¼ fpi � ap1, i.e., d

p
i is the delay

experienced by the packet after traversing the ith hop.
(Note that the delay experienced by a packet at the edge
traffic conditioner is excluded from the edge-to-edge delay.)
Hence, dphp is the cumulative delay that packet p experiences
along its path and is referred to as the edge-to-edge delay
experienced by packet p. Define Di to be the worst-case
edge-to-edge delay experienced by any packet in the
network after traversing i hops,

Di ¼ max
all p0s with hp�i

fdpi g: ð3Þ

Therefore, DH� is the worst-case edge-to-edge delay
experienced by any packet in the aggregate in the network.

The key questions that we will address in the remainder
of the paper are: 1) Given an aggregate packet scheduling
algorithm, under what network utilization level � does an
upper bound on DH� exist? 2) How does this bound depend
on the network utilization level � and the network diameter
H�? 3) How are these relationships affected by the number
of bits available for packet state encoding as well as the
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Fig. 2. Packet’s arrival time at and departure time from each scheduler.

1. For simplicity, we assume that output-queuing is used.

2. Throughout the paper, we adopt the following convention: A packet is
considered to have arrived at a scheduler only when its last bit has been
received and it is considered to have departed from the scheduler only
when its last bit has been serviced.



added “sophistication/complexity” in aggregate packet
scheduling?

In order to compare with the new aggregate packet
scheduling disciplines that we will study in this paper and
to illustrate the trade-offs in designing aggregate schedul-
ing, we restate the performance bounds of a general FIFO
network by Charny and Le Boudec here [6], using the above
set of notation, before we leave this section.

Theorem 1. Given a network of FIFO schedulers with a network
diameter H�, if the network utilization level � satisfies the
condition � < 1

H��1 , then the worst-case edge-to-edge delay
DH� is bounded above by

DH� � H�ðeþ �Þ
1� ðH� � 1Þ� : ð4Þ

3 NETWORK OF STATIC EARLIEST TIME FIRST
SCHEDULERS

In this section, we will design and analyze a new class of
aggregate packet scheduling algorithms—the class of static
earliest time first (SETF) algorithms. Using this class of
aggregate packet scheduling algorithms, we will demon-
strate how, by adding some “sophistication/complexity” in
aggregate packet scheduling—in particular, by encoding
additional control information in the packet header, we can
improve the maximum allowable utilization bound and
reduce the provable worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound,
compared with the FIFO scheduling discipline. Further-
more, we will discuss the performance trade-offs of SETF
packet algorithms when a limited number of bits is used for
packet state encoding.

The additional control information used by the class of
SETF schedulers is a (static) timestamp carried in the packet
header of a packet that records the time the packet is
released into the network (after going through the edge
traffic conditioner) at the network edge. Here, we assume
that all edge devices that timestamp the packets use a global
clock (in other words, the clocks at the edge devices are
synchronized). We denote the timestamp of a packet p by
!p
0. An SETF scheduler inside the network core schedules

packets in the order of their timestamps, !p
0. Note that, in

the case of SETF, the timestamp of a packet is never
modified by any SETF scheduler, thus the term static.

Depending on the time granularity used to represent the
packet timestamps, we can design a class of SETF
schedulers with different performance/complexity trade-
offs. We use SETF(�) to denote the SETF packet scheduling
algorithm where packet timestamps are represented with
time granularity �. In particular, SETF(0) denotes the SETF
packet scheduling algorithm where packet timestamps are
represented with the finest time granularity, namely,
packets are timestamped with the precise time they are
released into the network. Formally, for any packet p, we
have !p

0 ¼ ap1. For a more general SETF(�) scheduling
algorithm where � > 0, we divide the time into slots of �
time units each (see Fig. 3): tn ¼ ½ðn� 1Þ�; n�Þ; n ¼ 1; 2; . . . .
Packets released into the network are timestamped with the
corresponding time slot number n. In other words, packets

that are released into the network within the same time slot
(say, the time slot tn ¼ ½ðn� 1Þ�; n�Þ) carry the same
timestamp value, i.e., !p

0 ¼ n. Therefore, packets released
into the network during the same time slot at the network
edge are indistinguishable by an SETF(�) scheduler inside the
network core, and are serviced by the scheduler in a FIFO
manner. We will show later that using coarser time
granularity (i.e., larger �) can potentially reduce the number
of bits needed to encode the packet timestamps, but at the
expenses of degrading the performance bounds.

In the rest of this section, we first establish the
performance bounds for SETF and then discuss the packet
state encoding issue. At the end of this section, we conduct
numerical studies to illustrate the performance trade-offs
and provisioning power of SETF.

3.1 Performance Bounds for a Network of
SETF Schedulers

Note that SETF(0) can be considered as a special case of
SETF(�), where � ¼ 0. Therefore, we focus on deriving the
performance bounds for a network of SETF(�). The bounds
for SETF(0) are presented thereafter as a corollary. Consider
a network of SETF(�) schedulers. Recall that, under
SETF(�), the time is divided into time slots and packets
released into the network during the same time slot carry
the same timestamp value (i.e., the time slot number).
Clearly, the coarser the time granularity � is, the more
packets will be timestamped with the same time slot
number. In particular, if � is larger than the worst-case
edge-to-edge delay of the network, then a network of
SETF(�) schedulers degenerates to a network of FIFO
schedulers.

Before we present the performance bounds for a network
of SETF(�) schedulers, we first introduce a new notation, h�:
For a given �, define h� þ 1 to be the maximum number of
hops that any packet can reach within � units of time after it
is released into the network. Mathematically, h� is the
smallest h such that the following relation holds for all
packets:

min
all p0s

faph�þ1 � ap1g � �: ð5Þ

The definition h� also presents an intuitive guideline for
the amount of traffic that may interfere with each other.
Consider an arbitrary packet p and arbitrary GR-SETF(�)
scheduler S along its path, then we know that a packet
entering the network in the time interval ½aph�þ1; a

p
S�must have

a timestamp that is larger than that of packet p. Therefore,
largely speaking, these packet will not interfere with the
scheduling of packet p at scheduler S. On the other hand, for
i � h�, packets entering thenetworkafterap1 butbeforea

p
i may

have the same timestamp as packet p and compete with
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Fig. 3. Time slots and packet timestamps.



packet p for service. Note that if h� ¼ 0, we must have � ¼ 0.
This gives us SETF(0). On the other hand, if � is large enough
such that h� ¼ H� � 1, SETF(�) becomes FIFO.

We state the performance bounds for a network of GR-
SETF(�) schedulers in the following theorem [13].

Theorem 2. Consider a network of GR-SETF(�) schedulers with
a network diameter H�. If the network utilization level �

satisfies the following condition,

ð1� �ÞH
��h��1 > �h�; ð6Þ

then the worst-case edge-to-edge delay is bounded above by,

DH� � ð� þ eÞh� þ ��1ð� þ eþ�Þf1� ð1� �ÞH
��h�

g
ð1� �ÞH��h��1 � �h�

: ð7Þ

By setting h� ¼ 0 in Theorem 2,we obtain the performance

bounds for a network of SETF(0) schedulers (see Theorem 3

below),whereas, lettingh� ¼ H� � 1,wehave the results for a

network of FIFO schedulers (with a difference of �
1�ðH��1Þ�

caused by the extra care taken by the analysis of an SETF

network to account for the nonpreemptive property of an

SETF scheduler, see Theorem 1 in Section 2).

Theorem 3. Consider a network of GR-SETF(0) schedulers with
a network diameter H�. The worst-case edge-to-edge delay,
DH� , is bounded above by

DH� � ��1ð� þ eþ�Þf1� ð1� �ÞH
�
g

ð1� �ÞH��1
; 0 < � < 1: ð8Þ

Comparing with a network of FIFO schedulers, we see
that, in a network of SETF(0) schedulers, the network
utilization level can be kept as high (i.e., as close to 1) as
wanted: Unlike FIFO, there is no limit on the maximum
allowable network utilization level. However, since the
worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound is inversely propor-
tional to ð1� �ÞH

��1, it increases exponentially as � ! 1. On
the other hand, in general, Theorem 2 states that, with a
coarser time granularity � > 0 (which determines h�), we
may no longer be able to set the network utilization level at
any arbitrary level, as in the case of SETF(0), while still
having a finite worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound. In
other words, for a given � > 0, there is a limit on the
maximum allowable network utilization level as imposed
by (6). This limit on the maximum allowable network
utilization level is the performance penalty we pay for using
coarser time granularity to represent the packet timestamp
information. We will conduct numerical studies in
Section 3.3 to illustrate these performance trade-offs.

3.2 Time Stamp Encoding

In this section, we discuss the implication of the worst-case
edge-to-edge delay bound on the number of bits needed to
encode the timestamp information. Again, we consider a
network of SETF(�) first. Suppose that m bits are sufficient
to encode the packet timestamps precisely. Then, the time-
stamp bit string wraps around every 2m� units of time.
Given that the worst-case edge-to-edge delay of a packet in
the network of SETF(�) is bounded above by DH� , we must

have 2DH� � 2m� so as to enable any SETF(�) scheduler to
correctly distinguish and compare the timestamps of two
different packets.3 From Theorem 2, we have

m� log2
ð�þeÞh�þ��1ð� þ eþ�Þf1� ð1� �ÞH

��h�
g

ðð1� �ÞH��h��1 � �h�Þ�

( )
þ1:

ð9Þ

From (9), we see that, for a fixed network utilization level
�, larger �may reduce the number of bits needed for packet
timestamp encoding. However, as we increase �, h� may
also be increased. Consequently, the right-hand side of (9)
may increase. Hence, the relationship between m and � is
not strictly monotone. Furthermore, a larger �, in general,
also yields a smaller maximum allowable network utiliza-
tion level bound.

Now, let us derive the number of bits needed to encode
the timestamp information in a network of SETF(0)
schedulers. Suppose that C� is the maximum link capacity
of the network. Then, it is sufficient to have a time
granularity of � ¼ 1=C� to mark the precise time each bit
of data enters the network.4 In other words, � ¼ 1=C� is the
finest time granularity needed to represent packet time-
stamps. In the remainder of this paper, we will assume that
the clock granularity of the edge devices that place
timestamps on packets entering the network is at least �,
i.e., the clocks tick (at least) every � units of time. Following
the same argument as above and from Theorem 3, we have
the number of bits, m, that is needed to encode the
timestamp information in SETF(0)

m � log2
��1ð� þ eþ�Þf1� ð1� �ÞH

�
g

ðð1� �ÞH��1Þ�

( )
þ 1: ð10Þ

3.3 Numerical Studies

In this section, we perform numerical studies to illustrate
the performance trade-offs and provisioning power of SETF
schedulers. In all the studies, we assume that the capacity of
all links is 10Gb=s and all packets have the same size, L ¼
1; 000 bytes. Moreover, we assume that there is only one
traffic aggregate, i.e., all the routers are GR nodes for the
aggregate with parameters ð10Gb=s; 0Þ (we make such an
assumption in all the following numerical examples). We
set the network burstiness factor � in a similar manner as in
[6]: We assume that the token bucket size of each flow is
bounded in such a way that �j � �0�

j, where �0 (measured
in units of time) is a constant for all flows. For a given
network utilization level �, we then set � ¼ ��0. In all the
numerical studies presented in this paper, we choose
�0 ¼ 25ms.
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3. Here, we assume that no extra clock or other timing device/
mechanism is used to assist an SETF(�) scheduler to distinguish the packet
timestamps. In other words, an SETF(�) scheduler must use the bit strings
encoded in the packet header to determine whether the timestamp of one
packet is smaller than that of another packet. This can be achieved, for
example, by using the lollipop sequence number technique [10]. Note that if we
assume that each SETF(�) scheduler has a clock that is synchronized with
the edge timestamping devices and, thus, can use this clock to identify the
time slot the current time corresponds to, then it is sufficient to have
2m� � D�, i.e., one less bit is needed in this case.

4. Although, theoretically speaking, the finest time granularity � ¼ 0, it is
obvious that, in practice, � ¼ 1=C� is sufficient as no two bits can arrive at
any link within � units of time.



Fig. 4 compares the worst-case edge-to-edge bounds for a
FIFO network and an SETF(0) network (with H� ¼ 8) as a
function of the network utilization level �. From Fig. 4, it is
clear that, for a given network utilization level, the worst-
case edge-to-edge delay bound for an SETF(0) network is
much better than that for a FIFO network. On the other
hand, because SETF(0) needs to encode a fine-grained
timestamp information in packet headers, we expect that
the cost in terms of the number of bits needed to encode
timestamp will be high, as illustrated in Fig. 5. This figure
shows the number of bits needed for packet timestamp
encoding for two SETF(0) networks with H� ¼ 8 and
H� ¼ 12, respectively. The other parameters used in this
example are the same as in Fig. 4. In particular, C� ¼
10Gb=s and, thus, � ¼ 1=C� ¼ 10�7 ms. As expected, the
number of bits needed for packet timestamp encoding
increases as the network utilization level increases; it also
increases as the network diameter scales up. From this
figure, we also see that, even for a relatively low network
utilization level, the number of bits required for packet
timestamp encoding is relatively large. For example, with
H� ¼ 8, 26 bits are needed for � ¼ 0:1. Consequently, to
achieve a meaningful network utilization level, an SETF(0)
network requires a large number of bits for packet time-
stamp encoding, thus incurring significant control over-
head. Below, we conduct numerical studies on SETF(�) to
show how this problem can be potentially addressed by
using coarser time granularity for packet timestamp

encoding in SETF(�). First, we note that, from Theorem 2,
(9), and the definition of h� (5), we can see that, given a
network with diameter H�, we can essentially divide the
time granularity � into H� granularity levels: Each granular-
ity level corresponds to one value of h� ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; H� � 1.
The finest granularity level corresponds to h� ¼ 0, and the
coarsest granularity level to h� ¼ H� � 1. For this reason, in
the following numerical studies, we will use h� to indicate
the time granularity used in an SETF(�) network.

Fig. 6 shows the effect of time granularity on the worst-
case edge-to-edge delay bound for an SETF(�) network with
H� ¼ 8. For comparison, we also include the results for the
corresponding FIFO network. From the figure, it is clear
that coarser time granularity (i.e., larger h�) yields poorer
worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound. As the time granu-
larity gets coarser (i.e., h� increases), the worst-case edge-to-
edge delay bound quickly approaches to that of the FIFO
network.

Next, we illustrate how the network utilization level of
an SETF(�) network affects the number of bits needed for
packet timestamp encoding. Fig. 7 shows the number of bits
needed for packet timestamp encoding as a function of the
network utilization level under various time granularities
(as indicated by h�). In this example, the network diameter
H� ¼ 8. From this figure, we see that, for low network
utilization levels, using coarser time granularity reduces the
number of bits needed for packet timestamp encoding.
However, as coarser time granularity also imposes a tight
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison: SETF(0) versus FIFO.

Fig. 5. Number of bits needed for encoding for SETF(0).

Fig. 6. Performance comparison: SETF versus FIFO.

Fig. 7. Number of bits needed for encoding for SETF(�).



bound on the maximum allowable network utilization, this
reduction in the number of bits needed for packet time-
stamp encoding may not be feasible when the network
utilization level is increased (this is why the curve for a
given time granularity (h�) stops at certain network
utilization level). To put it another way, to achieve a higher
network utilization level, SETF(�) schedulers with finer time
granularity (thus, smaller h�) must be used, thus requiring
more bits for packet timestamp encoding.

In the last set of numerical studies, we demonstrate how
the number of bits available for packet timestamp encoding
affects the maximum allowable network utilization so as to
support a given target worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound
for SETF networks. The results are shown in Fig. 8, where
networks with a combination of the network diameters
H� ¼ 8 and H� ¼ 12 and delay bounds DH� ¼ 100ms and
DH� ¼ 500ms are used. As we can see from the figure, for a
given number of bits for packet timestamp encoding, as the
network diameter increases, the maximum allowable net-
work utilization decreases. Note also that, when the number
of bits for packet timestamp encoding is small (e.g., less
than 15 for a network with parameters H� ¼ 8 and
DH� ¼ 100ms), the packet timestamp does not enhance
the performance of a SETF(�; h�) network and the
SETF(�; h�) network behaves essentially as a FIFO network
with a maximum network utilization level around 0.11.
Beyond this threshold, as the number of bits used increases,
the maximum allowable network utilization also increases.
However, as the figure shows, further increasing the
number of bits beyond a certain value (e.g., 26 for a
network with parameters H� ¼ 8 and D� ¼ 100ms) for
encoding will not improve the maximum allowable net-
work utilization.

4 NETWORK OF DYNAMIC EARLIEST TIME FIRST
SCHEDULERS

So far, we have seen that, by including additional control
information in the packet header and adding sophistication/
complexity at network schedulers, the class of SETF packet
scheduling algorithms improve upon the maximum allow-
able network utilization and worst-case edge-to-edge delay
bounds of the simple FIFOpacket scheduling algorithm. This
performance improvement comes essentially from the ability

of an SETF scheduler to limit the effect of “newer” packets on
“older” packets. However, the provisioning power of SETF
packet scheduling algorithms is still rather limited. Given the
finest time granularity to encode the packet timestamps,
although we can achieve arbitrary network utilization in a
network of SETF(0) schedulers, the worst-case edge-to-edge
delaybound is inverselyproportional to ð1� �ÞH

�
.Hence, the

bound grows exponentially, as the network diameter H�

increases. In addition, with coarser time granularities, the
performance of SETF networks deteriorates further. In this
section, we devise another class of aggregate packet schedul-
ing algorithms—the class of DETF algorithms—which, with
further “sophistication/complexity” added at the schedu-
lers, achieve far superior performance.

In the general definition of a DETF packet scheduling
algorithm, we use two parameters: the time granularity �
and the (packet) timestamp increment hop count h�. Note
that, unlike SETF, where h� is determined by �, here, h� is
independent of �. Hence, we denote a DETF scheduler by
DETF(�; h�). In the following, we will present the definition
of DETF(0; h�) first, i.e., DETF with the finest time
granularity. The general definition of DETF(�; h�) will be
given afterward.

As in the case of SETF(0), the timestamp of a packet in a
network of DETF(0; h�) schedulers is represented precisely.
In particular, it is initialized at the network edgewith the time
the packet is released into the network. Unlike SETF(0),
however, the timestamp of the packet will be updated every
h� hops (see Fig. 9). Formally, suppose packet p traverses a
path of h hops. Let !p

0 denote the timestamp of packet p as it is
released into the network, i.e., !p

0 ¼ ap1. Let � ¼ d h
h�e. For

k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; �� 1, the timestamp of packet p is updated after
it has traversed the kh�th hop on its path (or as it enters the
ðkh� þ 1Þth hop on its path). Let !p

k denote the packet
timestamp of packet p after its kth update. The packet
timestamp !p

k is updated using the following update rule:

!p
k :¼ !p

k�1 þ d�; k ¼ 1; . . . ; �� 1; ð11Þ

where the parameter d� > 0 is referred to as the (packet)
timestamp increment. We impose the following condition
on d� that relates the packet timestamp !p

k to the actual time
packet p departs the kh�th hop:

for k ¼ 1; . . . ; �� 1; fpkh� � !p
k; and fp

h � !p
� :¼ !p

��1 þ d�:

ð12Þ

This condition on d� is referred to as the reality check
condition. Intuitively, we can think of the path of packet p
being partitioned into � segments of h� hops each (except for
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Fig. 8. Number of bits for encoding, network diameter, and maximum

allowable network utilization.

Fig. 9. Updating packet timestamps inside the network core.



the last segment, which may be shorter than h� hops). The
reality check condition (12) ensures that the packet time-
stamp carried by packet p after it has traversed k segments
is not smaller than the actual time it takes to traverse those
segments. In the next section, we will see that the reality
check condition (12) and the packet timestamp update rule
(11) are essential in establishing the performance bounds for
a network of DETF schedulers.

We now present the definition for the general

DETF(�; h�) packet scheduling algorithm with a (coarser)

time granularity � > 0. As in the case of SETF(�), in a

network of DETF(�; h�) schedulers, the time is divided into

time slots of � units: ½ðn� 1Þ�; n�Þ; n ¼ 1; 2; . . . , and all

packet timestamps are represented using the time slots. In

particular, if packet p is released into the network in the

time slot ½ðn� 1Þ�; n�Þ, then !p
0 ¼ n�. We also require that

the packet timestamp increment d� be a multiple of �.

Hence, the packet timestamp !p
k is always a multiple of �. In

practice, we can encode !p
k as the corresponding time slot

number (as in the case of SETF(�)).

4.1 Performance Bounds for a Network of
DETF Schedulers

In this section, we establish performance bounds for a

network of DETF schedulers. In particular, we will show

that, by using dynamic packet timestamps, we can obtain

significantly better performance bounds for a network of

DETF schedulers than those for a network of SETF

schedulers.
Consider a network of DETF(�; h�) schedulers, where

� � 0 and 1 � h� � H�. We first establish an important
lemma which bounds the amount of traffic carried by
packets at a DETF(�; h�) scheduler whose timestamp values
fall within a given time interval. Consider a DETF(�; h�)
scheduler S. Given a time interval ½�; t�, let M be the set of
packets that traverse S at some time whose timestamp
values fall within ½�; t�. Namely, p 2 M if and only if, for
some k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; �, S is on the kth segment of packet p’s
path and � � !p

k�1 � t. For any p 2 M, we say that packet p
virtually arrives at S during ½�; t�. Let ~AASð�; tÞ denote the
total amount of traffic virtually arriving at S during ½�; t�,
i.e., the total amount of traffic carried by packets in M.
Then, we have the following bound on ~AASð�; tÞ.
Lemma 4. Consider an arbitrary GR scheduler S with parameters

ðrS; eSÞ in a network of DETF(�; h�) schedulers. For any time
interval ½�; t�, let ~AAð�; tÞ be defined as above. Then,

~AAð�; tÞ � �rS þ �rSðt� � þ �Þ: ð13Þ

Proof. For simplicity, we first prove a bound on ~AAjð�; tÞ, the
amount of traffic virtually arriving at S during ½�; t� from
a flow j. Consider an arbitrary packet p of flow j which
virtually arrives at S (on the kth segment) during ½�; t�,
i.e., � � !p

k�1 � t. From (11), it is easy to see that

!p
k�1 ¼ !p

0 þ ðk� 1Þd�:

Because � � !p
k�1 � t, we have

� � ðk� 1Þd� � !p
0 � t� ðk� 1Þd�:

Therefore,

~AAjð�; tÞ � �j þ �j
t� ðk� 1Þd� � ð� � ðk� 1Þd�Þ

�

� �
�

� �j þ �jðt� � þ �Þ:
ð14Þ

From (14) and the edge traffic provisioning condition
(2), the lemma follows easily. tu

Note that if � ¼ 0, the bound on ~AAð�; tÞ is exactly the same
as the edge traffic provisioning condition (2). Intuitively, (13)
means that using the (dynamic) packet timestamp with the
finest time granularity, the amount of traffic virtually arriving
at S during ½�; t� is bounded in a manner as if the traffic were
reshaped at S using (2). In the general case where a coarser
timegranularity� > 0 is used, an extra�rS� amount of traffic
may (virtually) arrive at S, as opposed to (2) at the network
edge. This is not surprising since, with a coarser time
granularity, a scheduler S inside the network core cannot
distinguish a packet from those other packets that traverse S
and have the same timestamp value.

From Lemma 4, we can derive a recursive relation for
!p
k’s using a similar argument as used before. Based on this

recursive relation, we can establish performance bounds for
a network of DETF(�; h�) schedulers. The general results are
somewhat “messy” to state. For brevity, in the following,
we present results for three special but representative cases.
As we will see later, the first two theorems are sufficient to
demonstrate the provisioning power of a network of DETF
schedulers. The third theorem is included here for compar-
ison purpose. Their proofs can be found in [13].

Theorem 5 (A Network of GR-DETF(0, 1) Schedulers).
Consider a network of GR-DETF(0, 1) schedulers with a
network diameter H�. Let d� ¼ � þ eþ�, then the reality
condition (12) holds. Furthermore, for any 0 < � < 1, the
worst-case edge-to-edge delay D� is bounded above by
D� � H�d� ¼ H�ð� þ eþ�Þ.

Theorem 6 (A Network of GR-DETF(�; 1) Schedulers).
Consider anetworkofGR-DETF(�; 1) schedulerswithanetwork
diameter H�, where � > 0. Let d� ¼ dð��þ � þ eþ�Þ=�e�,
then the reality condition (12) holds. Furthermore, for any
0 < � < 1, the worst-case edge-to-edge delay D� is bounded
above byD� � H�d� þ �.

Theorem 7 (A Network of GR-DETF(�; h�) Schedulers
with d� ¼ �). Consider a network of GR-DETF(�; h�)
schedulers with a network diameter H�, where � > 0 (and
h� > 1). We set d� ¼ �, i.e., the packet timestamp is
advanced exactly one time slot every time it is updated.
Let �� ¼ dH�

h� e. Suppose the network utilization level � and the
time granularity � satisfy the following condition:

0 <
h�ð��þ � þ eþ�Þ

1� ðh� � 1Þ� � d� ¼ �: ð15Þ

Then, the worst-case edge-to-edge delay D� is bounded above
by D� � ð�� þ 1Þ�.

From Theorem 5 and Theorem 6, we see that, with
h� ¼ 1, the worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound is linear in
the network diameter H�. Furthermore, with the finest time
granularity, the worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound is
independent of the network utilization level �. This is
because the per-hop delay is bounded by d� ¼ � þ eþ�.
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With a coarser time granularity � > 0, the per-hop delay is
bounded by d� ¼ dð��þ � þ eþ�Þ=�e�, where the net-
work utilization level determines the “additional delay”
(��) that a packet may experience at each hop.

From Theorem 7, we see that, in a network of DETF(�; h�)
where d� ¼ � and h� > 1, the maximum allowable network
utilization is bounded. To see why this is the case, first note
that we must have � < 1=ðh� � 1Þ; otherwise, the left-hand
side of (15) becomes infinity. For a given � > 0, (15) imposes
the following tighter bound on �:

� <
1� h�ð� þ eþ�Þ��1

2h� � 1
<

1

2h� � 1
<

1

h� � 1
: ð16Þ

For a given � that satisfies (16), comparing the worst-case
edge-to-edge delay bound in Theorem 7 to that of a network
of FIFO schedulers with a network diameter h�, we see that
updating packet timestamps every h� hops effectively
reduces a network of diameter H� into a number of smaller
networks with diameter h�. In particular, setting d� ¼ �
allows us to consider these smaller networks as networks of
FIFO schedulers with diameter h�. By appropriately taking
into account the effect of dynamic timestamps with coarser
time granularity (the extra ��þ� factor), Theorem 7 can
essentially be obtained from the bound for a network of
FIFO schedulers.

4.2 Packet State Encoding

In this section, we first consider the problem of packet state
encoding for a network of DETF schedulers, namely, the
number of bits that is needed to encode the dynamic packet
timestamp and possibly other control information for the
proper operation of a DETF network.

First, consider a network of DETF(0, 1) schedulers with a
network diameter H�. As in the case of SETF(0), we use � to
denote the finest time granularity necessary to represent the
packet timestamps, i.e., � ¼ 1=C�, where C� is the maximum
link capacity of the network. From Theorem 5, we see that
the number of bitsm that is needed to encode the (dynamic)
packet timestamps precisely must satisfy the following
condition:

2m�1� � H�ð� þ eþ�Þ or
m � log2 H

� þ log2½ð� þ eþ�Þ=�� þ 1:
ð17Þ

Now, consider a network of DETF(�; 1) with a coarser time
granularity � > 0. From Theorem 6, for a given network
utilization level �, we see that the number of bits m that is
needed to encode the (dynamic) packet timestamps must
satisfy the following condition:

2m�1� � H� ��þ � þ eþ�

�

� �
�þ � or

m � log2 H� ��þ � þ eþ�

�

� �
þ 1

� �
þ 1:

ð18Þ

Hence, for a given network utilization level �, coarser time
granularity (i.e., larger �) in general leads to fewer bits
needed to encode the dynamic packet timestamps. How-
ever, due to the ceiling operation in (18), at least log2fH� þ
1g þ 1 bits are needed. This effectively places a bound on the
range of time granularities that should be used, i.e.,
� 2 ½0; ð� þ eþ�Þ=ð1� �Þ�. Any coarser time granularity

� > ð� þ eþ�Þ=ð1� �Þ will not reduce the minimum
number of bits, log2fH� þ 1g þ 1, needed for packet time-
stamp encoding.

In the general case where h� > 1, in order to ensure a
DETF(�; h�) scheduler to work properly, not only do we
need to encode the packet timestamps, we also need some
additional control information to be carried in the packet
header of each packet: In order for a scheduler to know
whether the packet timestamp of a packet must be updated,
we include a hop-count counter as part of the packet state
carried in the packet header to record the number of hops a
packet has traversed. This hop-count counter is incremen-
ted every time a packet traverses a scheduler and it is reset
when it reaches h�. Thus, the hop-count counter can be
encoded using log2 h

� number of bits. Therefore, for a
network of DETF(�; h�) where d� is set to �, from Theorem 7,
the total number of bits needed for packet state encoding is
given by

m � log2f�� þ 1g þ 1þ log2 h
�; ð19Þ

provided that the network utilization level � and the time
granularity � are chosen in such a manner that (15) holds.
Note that, from (19), we have m � log2f��h� þ h�g þ 1 �
log2fH� þ h�g þ 1. Therefore, the number of bits needed for
encoding the packet states is increased as h� increases.
Moreover, via (15), h� also affects the maximum allowable
networkutilization bound. Inparticular, from (16), a largerh�

leads to a smaller bound on themaximumallowable network
utilization. For these reasons, it is sufficient to only consider
networks of DETF(�; 1) schedulers.5

4.3 Performance Trade-Offs and Provisioning
Power of Aggregate Packet Scheduling

In this section, we use numerical examples to demonstrate
the performance trade-offs in the design of DETF networks.
By comparing the performance of FIFO, SETF, and DETF
networks, we also illustrate the provisioning power of the
aggregate packet scheduling algorithms in support of
guaranteed delay service. Last, we briefly touch on the
issue of complexity/cost in implementing the aggregate
packet scheduling algorithms.

The network setting for all the studies is the same as
before. Namely, all links have a capacity of 10Gb=s, all
packets have a size of L ¼ 1; 000B, and � ¼ ��0, where � is
the network utilization level and �0 ¼ 25ms. Moreover, as
before, only one traffic aggregate is supported by the
network for simplicity. The network diameter H� and the
network utilization level � will be varied in different
studies.

In the first set of numerical examples, we illustrate the
relationship between the network utilization level � and the
worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound for networks employ-
ing various aggregate packet scheduling algorithms. The
results are shown in Fig. 10, where H� ¼ 8 is used for all the
networks. For the SETF(�) network, we choose � ¼ 2� ¼
0:8	s (i.e., h� ¼ 2), whereas, in the DETF(�; 2) network, the
time granularity � is chosen in such a way that (15) in
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5. In practice, it is possible to implement the hop-count counter using,
say, the TTL field in the IP header, thus avoiding the extra log2 h

� bits. For
example, we have implemented two versions of DETF packet scheduling
algorithms in FreeBSD: one using IP-IP tunneling technique, another using
MPLS. In both cases, we only need additional bits to encode the packet
timestamps. In such situations, a network of DETF(�; h�) schedulers with
d� ¼ � > 0 and h� > 1 requires only log2 �

� þ 1 additional number of bits.



Theorem 7 holds. For the DETF(�; 1) network, we set
� ¼ 5ms. From the figure, we see that the DETF(0,1)
network has the best worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound.
Despite a relatively coarser time granularity, the delay
bound for the DETF(�; 1) network is fairly close to that of
the DETF(0, 1) network. In addition, when the network
utilization level is larger than 0.2, the DETF(�; 1) network
also has a better delay bound than the rest of the networks.
From Theorem 6, it is clear that the worst-case edge-to-edge
delay bound for a DETF(�; 1) network decreases (and
approaches to that of a DETF(0; 1) network), when finer
time granularity (smaller �) is used. The delay bound of the
DETF(�; 2) network is worse than that of the SETF(0)
network (with the finest time granularity), but is consider-
ably better than those of the SETF(�) and FIFO networks.
From this example, we see that the DETF networks, in
general, have far better delay performance than those of
SETF and FIFO networks.

In the next set of numerical examples, we compare the
provisioning power of the various aggregate packet
scheduling algorithms. In particular, we consider the
following provisioning problem: Given a network employ-
ing a certain aggregate packet scheduling algorithm, what is
the maximum allowable network utilization level we can
attain in order to meet a target worst-case edge-to-edge
delay bound? In this study, we allow networks employing
different aggregate packet scheduling algorithms to use
different number bits for packet state encoding. More
specifically, the FIFO network needs no additional bits.
The SETF(�) network (where � is chosen such that h� ¼ 1)
uses 20 additional bits for timestamp encoding. The number
of additional bits used by the DETF(�; 2) network is 3. For
the DETF(�; 1Þ networks, we consider two cases: One uses
six additional bits, while the other uses 7 bits. All the
networks used in these studies have the same diameter
H� ¼ 8. Fig. 11 shows the maximum allowable network
utilization level as a function of the target worst-case edge-
to-edge delay bound for the various networks. The results
clearly demonstrate the performance advantage of the
DETF networks. In particular, with a few number of bits
needed for packet state encoding, the DETF(�; 1) networks
can attain much higher network utilization level, while
supporting the same worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound.

In the last set of numerical examples, we focus on the
DETF(�; 1) networks only. In this study, we investigate the
design and performance trade-offs in employing DETF(�; 1)
networks to support guaranteed delay service. In particular,

we consider the following problem: Given a fixed number
of bits for packet state encoding, what is the maximum
allowable network utilization level that we can attain to
support a target worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound?
Note that, for a network of diameter H�, at least log2fH� þ
1g þ 1 bits are needed for packet state encoding. More bits
available will allow us to choose finer time granularity for
timestamp encoding, thus yielding a better delay bound as
well as a higher maximum network utilization level. In
Fig. 12, we show, for a network of diameterH� ¼ 8, how the
number of bits available for packet state encoding affects
the maximum network utilization level so as to support a
given target worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound. The
same results for a network of diameter H� ¼ 12 are shown
in Fig. 13. From these results, we see that, with a relatively
few number of bits, a DETF network can achieve fairly
decent or good network utilization while meeting the target
worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound. In particular, with
the target worst-case edge-to-edge delay bounds 200ms
and 500ms, we can achieve more than 50 percent (and up to
100 percent) network utilization level using only 6 to
7 additional bits. Comparing Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, it is clear
that a network with larger diameter requires more bits than
a network with smaller diameter to achieve the same
maximum allowable network utilization. However, the
minimum number of bits required for packet state encoding
grows only logarithmically with the network diameter H�.
Furthermore, today’s networks tend to be more “dense,”
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Fig. 10. Edge-to-edge delay bound comparison (H� ¼ 8). Fig. 11. Provisioning power of FIFO, SETF(�), DETF(�; 1), and

DETF(�; 2) networks (H� ¼ 8).

Fig. 12. Design and performance trade-offs for DETF(�; 1) networks

(H� ¼ 8).



i.e., with relative small H�. Hence, with a relatively small
number of additional bits (e.g., 8 or 16 bits) for timestamp
encoding, we can design DETF(�; 1) networks to attain
fairly high network utilization while supporting reasonably
good edge-to-edge delay bounds.

We conclude this section by briefly touching on the issue
of cost/complexity in implementing the aggregate packet
scheduling algorithms. Besides the fact that additional bits
are needed for packet state encoding, both the SETF and
DETF packet scheduling algorithms require comparing
packet timestamps and sorting packets accordingly. With
the finest time granularity, this sorting operation can be
expensive. However, with only a few bits used for packet
timestamp encoding, sorting can be avoided by implement-
ing a “calendar queue” (or rotating priority queue [11]) with
a number of FIFO queues. This particularly favors the
DETF(�; 1) packet scheduling algorithms since the number
of bits needed for timestamp encoding can be kept small.
However, compared to SETF, DETF(�; 1) packet scheduling
algorithms require updating packet timestamps at every
router and, thus, d� must be configured at each router. Last,
in terms of finding additional bits for packet state encoding,
we can reuse certain bits in the IP header [12]. This is the
case in our prototype implementation using the IP-IP
tunneling technique, where we reuse the IP identification
field (16 bits) in the encapsulating IP header to encode the
packet timestamp.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we investigated the fundamental trade-offs in
aggregate packet scheduling for support of (worst-case)
guaranteed delay service. Based on a novel analytic
approach that focuses on network-wide performance issues,
we studied the relationships between the worst-case edge-
to-edge delay, the maximum allowable network utilization
level, and the “sophistication/complexity” of aggregate
packet scheduling employed by a network. We designed
two new classes of aggregate packet scheduling algor-
ithms—the static earliest time first (SETF) and dynamic
earliest time first (DETF) algorithms—both of which
employ additional timing information carried in the packet
header for packet scheduling, but differ in their manipula-
tion of the packet timestamps. Using the SETF and DETF as
well as the simple FIFO packet scheduling algorithms, we
demonstrated that, with additional control information

carried in the packet header and added “sophistication/
complexity” at network schedulers, both the maximum
allowable network utilization level and the worst-case edge-
to-edge delay bound can be significantly improved. We
further investigated the impact of the number of bits
available for packet state encoding on the performance
trade-offs as well as the provisioning power of these
aggregate packet scheduling algorithms. In particular, we
showed that, with a relatively small number of bits for
packet state encoding, the DETF packet scheduling algo-
rithms can attain fairly good performance bounds. These
results illustrate the fundamental trade-offs in the design of
aggregate packet scheduling algorithms and shed light on
the provisioning power of aggregate packet scheduling in
support of guaranteed delay service.

There are a number of research directions we are
currently exploring. By taking into account the actual
network topology, we are extending the analytic approach
presented in this paper to obtain better performance
bounds. Such an analysis may also help us identify “hot
spots” and “bottleneck” links in a network and, therefore,
allow us to possibly make special provisioning for network
“hot spots” and “bottleneck” links. Using the insights
obtained in this paper, we are also studying stochastic
traffic behavior in a network with aggregate packet
scheduling. Through this study, we hope to obtain useful
provisioning rules for providing predictable Internet QoS
services (e.g., along the line of [3]). Extensions to the DETF
aggregate packet scheduling for supporting multiple delay
classes and rate guarantees are also under investigation.
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